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Spotlight Agency
ICAN

ICAN was nominated as the Spotlight Agency for their recognition system. Congratulations on all your hard work!.

How did ICAN create their recognition system?
ICAN did not have a formal recognition system in place prior. We
attended a Tiered Support Summit a few years ago, another agency
had something similar in place. As a team, we returned from the
Summit with an idea, surveyed our staff for their thoughts, and we
implemented the recognition system we are currently using.

ICAN has had a wonderful staff retention percentage
this past quarter- how does your recognition system
influence those numbers?
We have noticed an increase of Brag Tags being written during this
time. We think that when staff read the Brag Tags that are written
about them, it shows they are appreciated, and their hard work is
recognized. During this last quarter, the world has been a little
stressful and unsettling but having something “normal” to come to
everyday brings you comfort. We have even partnered up with a few
local businesses in town to send our staff to reward them for all their
awesome work, for free!

Were there any other benefits to ICAN’s recognition system which surprised the team?
When coworkers recognize each other for the good things they do, it brings a positive atmosphere to the workplace. Staff
are more supportive to one another. This kind of positivity is then passed to the individuals we serve. Positivity is contagious.
When coworkers recognize each other for the good things they do and positively support each other, it is passed to the
individuals we serve.

When did ICAN realize Tiered Supports was working for them?
Over the last 8 to 9 months there has been noticeable positive change in the workplace, Staff are looking” for the good in
their coworker and writing Brag Tags to show support to one another.

What advice would you have for other agencies who are thinking about Tiered Supports?
Learn, research, have patience, and ask questions about Tiered Supports. The Agency must “buy in” to the philosophy and
when they do, you will see a positive change in the workplace and the way services are delivered. In addition, remember that
you cannot and will not please all your staff all the time and that is OK because it only takes a few to make a difference.
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Spotlight Agency

Tiered Support Successes!
Care by Clark

Life Unlimited

Care by Clark’s tiered support team
provided an entire list of meeting dates
for the year of 2021. The list shows they
persevere through tough times and
prepare for the future with great
communication. This not only
enhances the Department of Mental
Health’s goals for Agency Tiered
Support, but also is important as
preparation allows everyone to
understand and be on the same page.

Life Unlimited has develop an action plan
which supports trauma awareness. They look
at areas in their system where they can
enhance communication and how to reach
those affected by trauma. Life Unlimited is
one the bigger agencies in Kansas City
therefore by having a good system in place
will have more of an impact on the
community they serve.

Ozark Valley Community
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Agency
Successes

During this quarter, Ozark Valley Community
Services, despite staff shortages and facing
many challenges due to COVID-19, came
together as a team and continued to work on
their Agency Tiered Support Goals. The main
goal for the quarter was to improve AgencyWide Communication. As a result, OVCS reestablished their agency wide Newsletter,
built staff morale by recognizing staff’s efforts
and contributions and celebrated employee
anniversaries and birthdays. In order to
recognize staff, OVCS had a company-wide
drive-by BBQ and awarded team members
who had gone above and beyond with a
certificate of achievement.

TEACH Award
T.E.A.C.H. Award Winner:
July- September 2020
RaShawn Simpson
The Steering Committee is proud to announce RaShawn was our T.E.A.C.H. award
winner for last quarter! Rashawn was nominated for this award for the invaluable
contributions she makes to her ATSC team on a consistent basis. Her readiness
to support, encourage, and assist whenever needed, as well as her perspective
and even voice in difficult situations improves the overall effectiveness of
their team. Her thoughtfulness and empathy know no bounds!
Thank you RaShawn for your hard work!

For more information, please click our picture below to visit the
Tiered Supports webpage:

If you would like to be featured in our newletter,
please reach out to your ATSC!
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TEACH and Contact

Looking for Resources?
Sign Up for the Virtual Coaching Workshop
Virtual Coaching Workshop

Podcasts and Webinars
Problem solving webinar
Investing in a trauma informed workforce

Statewide Team Resources and Data
Provider Support committee
Behavior Support Review Committee
Tiered Supports Dashboard

TOOLS Resources
ToC SAFMEDS online
Coercion podcast

Additional Resources
COVID DD page
Trauma Informed Care
Guidance on Trauma Informed Policies and Procedures
Risk criteria graphic

DMH Resources
Missouri Tiered Supported page
DMH Operational Excellence
Division Placemat
Division Dashboard
View past DMH email blast/ Enroll
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Resource Page

